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Making Space for the
More-than-Human

Partner: Zixiao Huang, Summer 2022
Instructor: Marco Ferrari, Elise Hunchuck



Transforming from a dilapidated industrial port to a pros-
perous public park, the land under Brooklyn Bridge Park 
adapted new identities to accommodate global chang-
es. However, if we see through the spatial development 
that has been constructed to maximize economic and 
real estate value, it reveals an overlooked yet significant 
component, the timber piles, who have been supporting 
the existence of the landscape. Therefore, the underval-
ued piles are a proxy for the capital structure that ob-
scures them from above. 

As the proxy relationship is embodied in the negotiation 
between valued and undervalued objects, we want to 
first identify the current system of value. Value exists 
persistently, yet it sustains, evolves and is presented 
through different modalities. Human society tends to 
quantify the value of a piece of land using a monetary 
system, whose algorithm often depicts the common and 
ignores the particular. In contrast, if we perceive lands 
with ecological perspectives, where the value is embod-
ied through the energy flow in nature driven by multi-spe-
cies, the image of a land becomes more comprehensive 
with values superimposed and exchanged dynamically. 
Therefore, our projection is to challenge the predominant 
interest of short-term economic benefits, reimagining the 
human-constructed landscape of Brooklyn Bridge Park 
with long-term value of ecological regeneration.

A Chronological Review of Brooklyn Bridge Park
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Acknowledging climate change is recon-
figuring the condition of earth surfaces, we 
want to identify Brooklyn Bridge Park as a 
waterfront surface that is already exposed, 
preparing for conceivable submergence 
and projecting its future reformation to a 
new seabed. Start with the historical re-
search and end with strategic method react-
ing to climate crisis, the installation explores 
the role of architecture and landscape in 
preserving existing values, facilitating val-
ue transformation, and unveiling obscured 
values through local political competition, 
urbanism evolvement, global shipping in-
dustry fluctuation, and climate change that 
define a post-industrial waterfront. 
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Ethno-Botanic Lab
Partner: Junjie Fu, Fall 2022

Instructor: Bryony Roberts



As the abortion landscape is frag-
mented and increasingly polarized 
after the overturn of Roe V. Wade, a 
Louisiana resident would have to drive 
nearly 700 miles to the nearest abor-
tion clinic, making it one of the tough-
est states to receive reproductive 
care. Three existing reproductive care 
clinics, the only medical supports for 
reproductive health in the state, are 
all being relocated, and therefore, the 
project aims to compensate for the 
missing medical supports, providing 
consultation, medical, and recovery 
space. 

Acknowledging women have been 
empowered by plants throughout the 
history, this project uses the natural 
habitat within federal lands as both a 
resistance and an opportunity. With 
the reference to ethnobotany, the goal 
is to foster the interspecy care be-
tween plants and humans, specifically 
in responding to the current situation 
of reproductive injustice in hostile con-
texts.
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Sole to Soul
Partner: Huize Wu, Spring 2023

Instructor: Boonserm Premthada
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Twist
Partner: Xiangyi Deng & Runxin Fu, Spring 2023

Instructor: Lola Ben Alon
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Twist explores how geometric complexity, formwork effi-
ciency, and material strength interact with one another, 
through double-curved rammed earth elements. Hemp 
fibers and wood shavings are added to improve tensile 
strength while reducing density.
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